Annexure – I

Sealed quotations are invited for a “High-end Computer” with the following Technical Specifications:

A. Processor: 32 Core (Dual Intel Xeon E5-2687w, 3.1 GHz, 20MB Cache, 16Threads,HT
B. Chipset: Intel C600 (Dual) Chipset
C. LAN: 10/100/1000 Gigabit LAN Card
D. Memory: 128 GB DDR3 ECC 1333 Memory (System should support up to 512 GB memory)
E. Storage: 4 x 2 TB SATA Hard Drive (7200 RPM) 3.0 GB/s with 8MB DataBurst cache
F. Controller: Integrated Intel Controller, SATA 3Gb/s RAID 0/1/10
G. Optical DVD R/W (Dual Layer)
H. Keyboard & Mouse: USB Smartcard Keyboard and optical mouse
I. Monitor: 27” UltraSharp TFT with Resolution: 2560 x 1600 or Higher, Connectivity: DVI-D, VGA, Display port, Built in Device: At least 4 USB ports, Height Adjustable stand
J. Graphic card: 4 GB AMD Radeon HD 8000
K. PSU: 1300 watts or Higher 90% Efficiency Power FactorCorrecting (PFC)
L. OS Compatibility: The System should Support Linux & Windows
M. Audio: Integrated HD Audio with inbuilt Speaker
N. Environmental Compliance: Energy Star 5.0, EPEAT, CECP (Certificate to be Attached with Technical Bid)
O. Warranty: 3 Years Comprehensive Onsite (Parts + Labor) with 24 x 7 Technical supports from OEM

Terms & Conditions:

A. RATES: The rates quoted must be for the door delivery at IIT Delhi
B. TERMS OF PAYMENT: After receiving the equipment
C. VALIDITY OF QUOTATIONS: Quotations should be valid at least for a period of 90 days.
D. **BUYER’S RIGHTS:** Buyer reserves the rights of accepting or rejecting any or all quotations. The discretion for increasing or decreasing of the quantities demanded also vests with him.’

E. **SUBMISSION OF QUOTATIONS:** Quotations should be sent in a sealed cover marked at the top SUBJECT AND DUE DATE. The technical and financial bids should be sealed in separate envelopes before putting them together in the sealed cover. (Please note that ALL of the above specifications must be fully met in the technical bid). Please include a statement of compliance. Quotations should be sent to the under signed.

F. If the quote is submitted by the representative of Principals/Manufacturers, a Valid Agency ship/Dealership Certificate should be enclosed specific to this tender.

G. The Bidder should be ISO Certified (Copy of ISO Certificate should be enclosed).

H. **REJECTION:** Quotations not conforming to the set procedure as above will be rejected.

I. **DISCOUNT/REBATES:** Special discount/rebate wherever admissible keeping in view that the supplies is being provided for the educational purpose in respect of public institution of national importance may please be indicated.

J. **DELIVERY:** The equipment must be delivered within 15 days from the date of issue of purchase order. Specify clearly the delivery period.

K. Penalty Clause: If the material not received in stipulated time deduction will be made @ 1% per week from the total value.
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